
Sulu farmer learns to trust in government anew with SAAD interventions 
  
SULU -  “We fear those who came before you, they promised us words and left us full of hope. We waited and 
waited and waited for nothing.” were the words of disappointment of Sikal Wadja during the first visit of the 
Department of Agriculture (DA) – Special Area for Agricultural Development (SAAD) Sulu team for project 
validation in the municipality of Panamao, Sulu. 
  
Sikal Wadja is one of the members of the Anak Miskin Farmers Association in barangay Suuh, where they 
received a Cassava-Corn-Peanut integrated livelihood project from SAAD. The project consisted of cassava 
cuttings, corn seeds, unshelled peanuts, fertilizers and fencing materials such as hog wires, and barb wires. 
  
On September 25, 2020 Wadja was able to harvest 230 kilos of fresh corn which he had already estimated to 
sell them at ₱35.00 per kilo in other neighboring municipalities. With the help of family members, Wadja also 
harvested his cassava. Immediately after harvest, the cassava tubers are peeled and grated to be pressed and 
packaged, and ready for market. 
  
“This is our second cropping for corn and we are able to earn a total income of ₱8,000.00 from corn 
production. And we have an added income of ₱1,000.00 because my wife also sells Tausug delicacies like 
biaki and sindul, where corn is used as the major ingredient.” explained Wadja. 
  
While sharing his experience, Wadja was in tears expressing his gratitude to the DA-SAAD who fulfilled its 
promise of providing livelihood interventions. 
  
“I am in disbelief that the assistance they promised really came. Had it not been for Sir Nhat, I would have 
regretted not accepting the project. Putting our trust on Sir Nhat is one of the best decisions we ever made 
since the previous failed promises from other people. This is a big blessing to us because we were doubtful 
about SAAD in the beginning but Sir Nhat really proved us wrong, we can still trust the government to help us. 
With what we have now, this is a new hope to start over and really increase our income to support our way of 
living.” Wadja explained in tausug dialect. 
  
According to the area coordinator in Panamao, Al-Anas Yusop, also known as Sir Nhat to the locals, it was a 
new challenge to be presenting government programs to the farmers who already has a bad experience with 
public service. He said that even in that kind of situation, he put his best effort to convince farmers in 
Panamao to open their minds and believe in the SAAD program. 
  
“The success of Anak Miskin Farmers Association is also part of my success. As an area coordinator, it is 
overwhelming to see one of the beneficiaries somehow improve his way of living through the intervention we 
brought in from the DA-SAAD. 
  
We really put in a lot of hard work in this project together with the commitments of the beneficiaries, the 
support of the LGU and MAFAR. Aside from reforming the lives of the farmers, it also makes us realize that 
what we reap is really accorded to what we sow. The improvement in the quality of life in these farmers make 
me also more motivated to continue my work and turn all shortcomings into a basis of new strengths, 
positivity and new life learnings,” shared Yusop. 
  
The SAAD program continues to provide livelihood interventions across the Sulu province. One of the major 
challenges the farmers contend with is encroachment of wild animals in their farms. Thus, the DA-SAAD 
includes in their provision of project interventions to beneficiaries with more quality fencing materials to 
secure the livelihood of the farmers in Sulu.  
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